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Cost centres and
overhead absorption

this chapter covers...
In this chapter we look in more detail at how the basic principles of costing that we
explained in the last chapter are used in a costing system.
We will start by describing ‘cost centres’. These are sections of the organisation that
costs can be charged to and we will use the idea of ‘functional’ analysis (ie different
areas of the organisation) that we examined in Chapter 1.
We will also examine ‘profit centres’ and ‘investment centres’, and see how they differ
from ‘cost centres’.
Next we will introduce the idea of coding systems by first identifying the three main types
of coding that are used in costing. We will then use the various forms of classification of
costs that we have already studied to see how costs could be analysed and coded to
help with costing.
In the remainder of this chapter we examine how indirect costs (overheads) can be
‘absorbed’ into the costs of products or services. There are three main methods for
carrying this out: per unit of output, per direct labour hour, and per machine hour. Each
of these methods is explained and example calculations used to demonstrate the
process.
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COST CENTRES
In Chapter 1 we saw that costs can be analysed by function into the main
operational areas of an organisation, eg the functions of production,
administration, selling and distribution, and finance. Cost centres are used
to help with this functional analysis of costs.
Cost centres are sections of an organisation to which costs can be
charged.
Cost centres may be based on the same functions that we have already
described, or very often are based on dividing those functions up in a way
that is more useful for the organisation. Thus a cost centre can be any
function or section of the organisation. In a manufacturing business it can
be an entire factory, a department of a factory, or a particular stage in the
production process.
In a service industry it can be a shop, or group of shops in an area, a
teaching department or a resources centre within a college, a ward or
operating theatre in a hospital. Any section of a business can be a cost centre
– based on what is most useful for the organisation’s costing system. A
manager or supervisor will be responsible for each cost centre and it is this
person who will be taking data from the accounts system.

analysis of costs to different cost centres
When the cost centres have been established it is necessary to ensure that the
accounts system is able to provide information to the manager of each cost
centre. In order to do this, separate accounts are established for each cost
centre to cover the main cost headings. For example, labour costs can be split
between ‘wages and salaries: production’, ‘wages and salaries:
administration’, ‘wages and salaries: selling and distribution’, and so on.
By analysing costs in this way the accounts system is able to provide the cost
centre manager with information about how much has been spent by, or
charged to, the centre over the last month, quarter, half-year, or year. This
information will help the manager:

■ to plan for the future, eg by using actual costs, he/she will be able to

forecast next year’s costs

■ to make decisions, eg by comparing the costs of different products or

services, eg whether to increase or decrease output

■ control costs, eg by comparing actual costs with budgeted costs (see

Chapter 6), he/she will be able to take steps to reduce costs

In this way the accounts system is able to tell the manager what has happened
in each functional area in terms of financial information.
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where does the information come from?
The sources of information for the analysis of costs include:

■ purchase orders and purchase invoices, for materials and expenses costs
■ payroll schedules, for labour costs

■ bills and cash receipts, for expenses costs

The amounts of each cost are then analysed to the cost centre which has
incurred the cost. The diagram below shows how this process works. A firm’s
policy manual should give details of which costs are to be charged to which
cost centre.

costs

analysis

materials

cost centres
production

purchase orders
purchase invoices

labour
payroll schedule

administration

costs charged to
cost centres

human resources

finance

expenses
purchase orders
purchase invoices
bills
receipts

sales/marketing

PROFIT CENTRES
For some sections of businesses the cost centre approach of analysing costs
is taken to a further level by also analysing sales income to centres. As sales
income less costs equals profit, such centres are called profit centres. Note
that the source of information on sales comes from sales orders and sales
invoices.
Profit centres are sections of a business to which costs can be charged,
income can be identified, and profit can be calculated.
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From the definition we can see that profit centres have both costs and
income. It follows, therefore, that profit centres will be based on sections of
the business that make products or services (incur costs) and sell them to
customers (receive income from sales). For example, a clothing
manufacturer might have ‘dresses’ as a profit centre, as shown in the
following diagram:
income from sales of dresses
less

profit centre

for dresses

costs of making dresses

Note that many cost centres provide support services within a business or
organisation and, so, cannot become profit centres because they do not have
any significant income. For example, the administration department of a
business is a cost centre to which costs can be charged, but it does not receive
any income. As we have seen profit centres both incur costs and generate
income.
Managers of profit centres will be getting information from the accounting
system about the costs incurred and the income generated by their centre. By
deducting costs from income they can calculate the profit made and can
make comparisons with previous periods (eg last month, last quarter, last
year, etc) and also with other profit centres (eg ‘our profit was higher than
yours last month’).

INVESTMENT CENTRES
Investment centres are sections of the organisation where not only can
information on income and costs be gathered, but also information on the
amount of investment. Investment could take the form of non-current (fixed)
assets (for example, buildings or machinery), as well as inventory and other
current assets.
In this way the performance of the investment centre can be measured not
just by the level of profit (as in a profit centre), but also by comparing the
profit with the amount invested in that part of the business. An investment
centre can therefore be like a mini business within the main business. An
example of an investment centre could be an individual shop within a chain
of shops operated by the same company.
The term ‘responsibility centre’ is sometimes used to describe cost centres,
profit centres, and investment centres.
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CODING SYSTEMS
Coding systems are used to organise and analyse data. Coding systems are
used extensively in costing, and are also used in many other situations. There
are three main types of coding system that we must be able to identify and
explain.
■ Numeric coding

Here, each code is made up entirely of numbers. It is used extensively in
accounting and costing for account numbers and identification codes, and
also used for everyday applications eg phone numbers and PIN numbers.
If all the available numbers are used there will be a large number of codes
available – for a two digit code there are 10 x 10 = 100 unique codes. A
drawback of this system is that a numeric code may easily be forgotten.

■ Alphabetic coding

Each alphabetic code is made up entirely of letters. Many website
addresses are really alphabetic codes, eg www.osbornebooks.co.uk. An
alphabetic code has the advantage of being easier to remember than
numbers if the ‘words’ created make sense, and can also provide many
more available codes than numeric ones. For example, even for two letter
codes from aa to zz there are 26 x 26 = 676 unique codes.

■ Alpha-numeric coding

This type of code is made up of both letters and numbers. A UK
postcode is an example of alpha-numeric coding. Here the first two letters
represent the main location (eg WR for Worcester) which helps the user.
Some accounting systems use alpha-numeric coding for customer
accounts, for example A01 to A99 for customers whose names begin with
A, or CAM001 for a customer whose name begins with ‘CAM’, eg
Cameron, Campion, Camus. These, like postcodes, are relatively easy to
remember.

USE OF CODING IN COSTING
Codes in a costing system are used to collect data about costs and income and
analyse these amounts into categories that the organisation finds useful.
Sales and purchase invoices and other documents that contain data to be
analysed will be ‘coded’ and the value amount together with the code will be
entered into a computerised costing system or database.
We have learned about classifying costs:

■ by element (materials, labour, expenses)
■ by nature (direct and indirect)
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We have also learnt that cost centres, profit centres and investment centres
can be used to identify sections of a business. A coding system can use these
ways of classifying costs and classifying income.
For example, a clothing manufacturer might use a coding system where the
first part of the code denotes the profit centre or cost centre, and the second
part of the code (the sub-code) denotes a sub-classification based on whether
the data is sales income, direct cost, or indirect cost.
If this code system was alpha-numeric, the amount of income from the sales
of dresses could be coded to:
B10

if B related to the profit centre ‘dresses’
and 10 was the sub-code for ‘sales income’

The cost of machinists’ wages in the sewing section could be coded to:
H30

if H related to the cost centre ‘sewing section’
and 30 was the sub-code for ‘direct cost’

Remember that the coding system will be designed to suit the needs of each
individual organisation. The above example is quite a simple one, but
demonstrates how a coding system could work.
We will now use a Case Study to illustrate in more detail how a coding
system works.
Case
Study

CLASSY LIMITED:
USING COSTING CODES
situation
Classy Limited is an educational company that runs courses for accountancy trainees
and other office staff.
It uses a coding system for the elements of cost (materials, labour and expenses), with
further classification into direct and indirect costs.
The coding used is as follows:

Element
Materials

Labour

Expenses

Code

Nature

100

Direct

X

Indirect

Y

Direct

X

Indirect

Y

Direct

X

Indirect

Y

200

300

Code
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required
Identify codes for the following costs:

• wages of tutor

• rent of classroom

• handouts and stationery for students’ use

• power, light and heat in classroom

• wages of manager

• insurance of equipment

solution

• wages of tutor

• rent of classroom

• handouts and stationery for students’ use

• power, light and heat in classroom

• wages of manager

• insurance of equipment

200X

300Y

100X

300Y

200Y

300Y

Note: for an example of an alternative coding system, see Activity 2.3 on page 42.

ABSORPTION OF OVERHEADS
We saw in Chapter 1 that costs can be analysed by nature into:

■ Direct Costs – those that can be identified directly with each unit of

output, and

■ Indirect Costs (overheads) – those that cannot be identified directly with

specific units of output.

When we are calculating the cost of a unit of output (for example a chair
made by a furniture manufacturer) the direct costs will be straightforward to
calculate. For example the direct costs of a chair could be made up of:
Direct materials (wood)

Direct labour (wages of assembler: 2 hours at £12 per hour)

Total direct costs

£15.00

£24.00

£39.00

The indirect costs cannot be directly identified with specific units of output
(in this case individual chairs), so a suitable method of spreading these
overhead costs over all the units of output must be used.
All the overhead absorption methods that we can use are based on sharing
overhead costs that have first been collected in suitable responsibility centres
(cost centres, profit centres or investment centres). We will mainly be using
examples where a business has just one manufacturing cost centre, and all
the factory overhead costs are collected there. Note that in a manufacturing
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environment the only overhead costs that are absorbed into the units of
output are production overheads – the indirect costs that are incurred in the
factory. The non-production costs (typically administration, selling and
distribution and finance) are not absorbed, but are normally accounted for
separately.
There are three absorption methods that we need to understand and be able
to use in calculations. Each method determines an ‘overhead absorption rate’
(sometimes abbreviated to ‘OAR’) based on budgeted costs and budgeted
output that is then applied to each unit of product (or service). The choice of
method used is sometimes known as the absorption base.

units of output method
This is the simplest method and is only suitable for organisations where all
the units of output are identical (or very similar). The budgeted
manufacturing overheads are simply divided by the budgeted number of
units (the output) to produce a figure that can easily be used to represent the
indirect cost part of the unit cost.

worked example
A furniture manufacturer only makes chairs. The budgeted overhead costs in the only production
cost centre are £85,000 for the year. The budgeted number of chairs to be made in a year is
1,700.
The overhead absorption rate per chair will be:
Budgeted overheads

£85,000

Budgeted units of output

1,700 chairs

=

£50 per chair

Using the previous data, the total cost per chair would then be:
Direct materials (wood)

£15.00

Direct labour (wages of assembler: 2 hours at £12 per hour)

£24.00

Total direct costs

£39.00

Overheads absorbed

£50.00

Total cost per chair

£89.00

This method would not be appropriate if the organisation made different
products (for example chairs and tables). This is because items that take
longer and are more expensive to make should logically bear more overheads
than items that are cheaper and quicker to manufacture. The units of output
method would not do this and would simply absorb exactly the same amount
of overhead onto each item made – whatever it was.
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direct labour hours method
This method absorbs overheads onto the products in proportion to the
number of direct labour hours that each type of product should take to
manufacture. In this way it can cope with organisations that make different
products, since the products that take most labour time to manufacture will
incur more overheads than those that are quicker and cheaper to make.
This method calculates an overhead absorption rate based on each budgeted
direct labour hour that will be worked. This rate is then applied to each type
of product based on how many labour hours should be taken to make one unit
of that product.
The calculation of the overhead absorption rate per direct labour hour is:
Budgeted overheads
Budgeted direct labour hours

worked example

A furniture manufacturer makes chairs and tables. The budgeted overhead costs in the only
production cost centre are £85,000 for the year. The budgeted direct labour hours to be worked
in the factory in a year are 4,000 hours. Each chair takes 2 direct labour hours to make, and each
table takes 5 direct labour hours.
The overhead absorption rate per direct labour hour is:
£85,000

= £21.25 per direct labour hour

4,000 hours
This rate can then be applied to both chairs and tables (and any other products). If we assume
that the direct costs per chair are the same as in the earlier example, the total cost per chair will
be:
Direct materials (wood)

£15.00

Direct labour (wages of assembler: 2 hours at £12 per hour)

£24.00

Total direct costs

£39.00

Overheads absorbed (2 direct labour hours at £21.25 per hour)

£42.50

Total cost per chair

£81.50

The amount of overheads that would be absorbed into the cost of a table would be
5 hours x £21.25 = £106.25.

This overhead absorption method is particularly appropriate where several
different products are made and the manufacturing process is labour
intensive.
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machine hours method
Where a manufacturing process intensively uses expensive machinery the
machine hours method of overhead absorption will often produce fairer
results than using labour hours.
The logic and method of calculation is similar to using direct labour hours,
but instead the number of machine hours is used. An overhead absorption
rate is calculated based on each budgeted machine hour that will be used.
This rate is then applied to each type of product based on how many machine
hours should be taken to make one unit of that product.
The calculation of the overhead absorption rate per machine hour is:
Budgeted overheads
Budgeted machine hours

worked example

A manufacturer uses an automated process to cut wood and other material to make flat-pack
furniture. The cost of using the machinery is a major part of the manufacturing overheads. The
budgeted overhead costs in the only production cost centre are £96,000 for the year. The
budgeted machine hours to be used in the factory in a year are 3,000 hours. Two of the products
made are bedside cabinets and wardrobes. Each bedside cabinet takes 30 minutes of machine
time to make, and each wardrobe takes 1 hour 30 minutes of machine time.
The overhead absorption rate per machine hour is:
£96,000

= £32.00 per machine hour

3,000 hours
The manufacturing overhead absorbed into each product will be:
Bedside cabinet:

30 minutes at £32.00 per hour =

£16.00

Wardrobe:

1 hour 30 minutes at £32.00 per hour =

£48.00

These amounts would then be added to the direct costs to arrive at the total cost for each of the
products in the same way as in the previous examples.

rounding
In the examples that we have used so far all the figures have worked out to
the pound or penny without carrying out any rounding. Sometimes this will
not be the case, and you may be presented with calculations which require
rounding, either in the overhead absorption rate or in the amount absorbed
into each product, or both. Be careful to follow any instructions about
rounding that are given. We will demonstrate this in the following Case Study.
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Case
Study

T H E C O M PA R I S O N C O M PA N Y:
DIRECT LABOUR AND MACHINE HOURS
ABSORPTION
situation
The Comparison Company makes a range of products in its factory. The factory is a
single cost centre. The manufacturing process is carried out partly using direct labour
and partly using machinery. The Finance Director is keen to see how using machine
hours as a basis for overhead absorption would compare with the existing direct
labour hours basis. The following data is available:
Budgeted factory data:
Annual production overheads

£249,500

Annual direct labour hours

8,400 hours

Annual machine hours

5,250 hours
Product A

Product B

Direct materials

£55.30

£19.50

Direct labour at £14.00 per hour

£42.00

£14.00

Total

£97.30

£33.50

2 hours

35 minutes

Direct costs per unit:

Machine time per unit

required
Calculate the overhead absorption rates (OARs) using the alternative absorption
bases of direct labour hours and machine hours. Calculate the hourly rates to 4
decimal places of £.
Use each of the absorption bases to calculate alternative total costs for one unit each
of product A and product B to the nearest penny.

solution
Overhead absorption rates:
Direct labour hour method:

£249,500 / 8,400 hours

= £29.7024 per hour

Machine hour method:

£249,500 / 5,250 hours

= £47.5238 per hour
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Using Machine Hours

Product A
£

Product B
£

Product A
£

Product B
£

Direct materials

55.30

19.50

55.30

19.50

Direct labour

42.00

14.00

42.00

14.00

97.30

33.50

97.30

33.50

89.11

29.70

95.05

27.72

186.41

63.20

192.35

61.22

Direct Costs:

Overheads
Total cost

Calculation of overheads absorbed (all rounded to nearest penny)
Using Direct Labour Hours:
Product A

3 hours* x £29.7024

= £89.11

Product B

1 hour* x £29.7024

= £29.70

*Number of hours calculated from hourly rate of £14.00 given in data.
Using Machine Hours:
Product A

2 hours x £47.5238

= £95.05

Product B

35 minutes x £47.5238 / 60

= £27.72

absorption with more than one cost centre
So far we have examined the situation where there is only one cost centre in
a factory. Sometimes more than one manufacturing cost centre is used by an
organisation and costs and other data are collected in each cost centre. In
these situations the products will often travel through the cost centres as they
are being made, and we need to reflect this in the way that overheads are
absorbed.
Each manufacturing cost centre is treated separately for overhead absorption.
The budgeted data from each cost centre will be used to calculate separate
overhead absorption rates for each cost centre. These rates will then be
applied to the products – typically based on the time that a product is
processed in each cost centre (in direct labour hours or machine hours). The
total overhead absorbed into each product will therefore be made up of
overheads from each relevant cost centre.
This technique is also useful for service organisations with more than one
direct cost centre, and the following Case Study will illustrate this.
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Case
Study

T H E C A R M A I N T E N A N C E C O M PA N Y:
ABSORPTION USING TWO COST CENTRES
The Car Maintenance Company carries out vehicle servicing. The work is carried out
in two cost centres:
• The general maintenance cost centre, which is labour intensive, and
• The electronic tuning cost centre, which is machine intensive.
The following budgeted data relates to a year:
General Maintenance

Electronic Tuning

Cost centre overheads

£119,000

£83,000

Direct Labour Hours

6,200

Machine Hours

2,080

One of the types of service that the company offers is a ‘Major Service’. This involves
the following direct costs:
• Parts costing £48.00
• 4 hours direct labour at £15.00 per hour
When a vehicle undergoes a major service it takes:
• 3.5 hours direct labour in General Maintenance
• 1 hour of machine time in Electronic Tuning

required
• Calculate the overhead absorption rates for General Maintenance and Electronic
Tuning, rounding each to the nearest penny.
• Calculate the total cost of carrying out a Major Service rounded to the nearest
penny.

solution
The overhead absorption rates are calculated as follows:
General Maintenance:
£119,000 / 6,200 hours = £19.19 per direct labour hour
Electronic Tuning:
£83,000 / 2,080 hours

= £39.90 per machine hour
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The total cost of a Major Service is as follows:
£
Direct Materials (parts)

48.00

Direct Labour (4 hours at £15)

60.00

Overheads:
General Maintenance
3.5 hours at £19.19

67.17

Electronic Tuning
1 hour at £39.90
Total cost

Chapter
Summary

39.90
215.07

■

Cost centres are used to help with the functional analysis of costs. Costs
are collected in cost centres, and can be used to provide information to the
manager responsible for the performance of a specific cost centre.

■

Profit centres are used to collect data about both costs and income, and can
therefore provide information about the profitability of that part of the
organisation.

■

Investment centres are used to collect data about income, costs and the
amount invested. In this way profitability can be compared to the level of
investment.

■

Coding systems are used in many contexts and there are many examples
of codes that we all use every day including postcodes and dialling codes.
Different code structures have different advantages and disadvantages.

■

Coding is used extensively for analysis of costs and income in costing
systems. The types used mainly in costing are numeric, alphabetic and
alpha-numeric. Codes may be used to analyse costs based on element,
nature, cost centre or function or a combination of these classifications.

■

Indirect costs (overheads) can be incorporated into product costs by using
a method of absorption.

■

Three common methods of absorption of overheads are: units of output
method, direct labour hours method, and machine hours method. All use
budgeted data to calculate overhead absorption rates that can then be
applied to products or services.

■

Units of output method of absorption is suitable when all units of output are
identical or similar. Direct labour hours method is suitable when there is a
variety of products or services and the process is labour intensive. Machine
hours method is suitable for machine intensive processes and can be used
where there is a variety of units of output.
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Key
Terms

cost centre

a section of an organisation to which costs can be
charged. The number and type of cost centre would
depend on the requirements of the organisation

profit centre

a section of an organisation to which costs can be
charged, income can be identified, and profits can be
calculated

investment centre

a section of an organisation to which costs can be
charged, income can be identified and investment
can be measured

coding system

a way of using unique headings to analyse data.
They can also be used to place the data in logical
order if required

numeric code

a code made up entirely of numbers

alphabetic code

a code made up entirely of letters of the alphabet

alpha-numeric code

a code made up of a combination of numbers and
letters

absorption

means of incorporating indirect costs (overheads)
into costs of units of output

absorption base

chosen method
organisation

overhead absorption
rate (OAR)

the rate used to absorb overheads into products
or services

units of output method

a method of absorption based on dividing budgeted
overheads by budgeted number of units to provide
an overhead absorption rate per unit

direct labour hours
method

a method of absorption based on dividing budgeted
overheads by budgeted direct labour hours to
provide an overhead absorption rate per direct
labour hour

machine hours method

a method of absorption based on dividing budgeted
overheads by budgeted machine hours to provide an
overhead absorption rate per machine hour

of

absorption

used

by

an
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Activities
2.1

Identify which one of the following lists could be used as cost centres for a company that
manufactures windows.
(a)

Materials; Labour; Overheads

(c)

Direct Costs; Indirect Costs

(b)
(d)

Frame Construction; Glazing; Administration; Distribution
Prime Cost; Manufacturing Overheads; Non-Production Overheads

Answer (a) or (b) or (c) or (d)
2.2

Cliff Beach Limited is a company that owns two shops in a seaside town. One shop is called Clifftop,
and the other is called Beachside. Each shop is an investment centre. Administration for the shops
is carried out in a separate cost centre.
The following is an extract from the coding manual used by the company.
Investment or Cost Centre

Code

Administration

A

Beachside Shop

B

Clifftop Shop

C

Revenue, Cost, or Investment

Code

Shop sales revenue

100

Shop purchases for resale

200

Labour costs

300

Overheads

400

Investment in shop assets

900

Each code consists of a letter followed by a 3 digit number.
Complete the following table with the appropriate codes.
Transaction
Sales in Beachside shop
Cost of paying wages of shop staff at Clifftop
Purchase of new display shelving for Beachside
Purchase of goods for resale at Clifftop shop
Cost of electricity at Clifftop shop
Cost of paying wages of company administrator

Code
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Roadways Limited is a transport company that provides a delivery service for its customers’ goods.
It uses a coding system based on material, labour and overheads, with further classification into
direct and indirect costs.
The coding used is as follows:

Material

Labour

Overheads

Code

Nature

Code

A

Direct

100

Indirect

200

Direct

100

Indirect

200

Direct

100

Indirect

200

B

C

Code the following costs, extracted from invoices and payroll, using the table below.
Cost

Code

Wages of drivers
Loss in value (depreciation) of vehicles
Fuel for vehicles
Rent of premises
Wages of maintenance staff
Advanced driving courses

2.4

Eagle Books, a publisher of textbooks and general books, uses a numerical coding structure. The
business is split into four divisions: academic textbooks, novels, children’s books and sports books
– each division is a profit centre. There is also a cost centre for administration. Each profit/cost
centre has a two-digit code; each income or cost has a three-digit code. Therefore each transaction
is coded as xx/xxx.
An extract from the company’s coding policy manual is as follows:
profit/cost centre code
20

30

40

50

60

profit/cost centre name
academic textbooks
novels

children’s books
sports books

administration
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110

210
220
230

310

320
330

340

350

360

370

410

420
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revenue or expense
printing

basic pay
overtime

holiday pay

authors’ royalties
rates

heating and lighting
telephone

building maintenance
vehicle running costs
advertising

sales to bookshops

sales to wholesalers

From the coding policy manual extract given, you are to code the following income or cost
transactions using the table below.

Transaction
Sales invoice showing the sale of £14,750 of academic textbooks
to Orton Book Wholesalers Limited
Printer’s bill of £22,740 for printing sports books
Payroll summary showing overtime of £840 last month in the
children’s book section
Payment of £1,540 for advertising sports books in the magazine
‘Sport Today’
Telephone bill of £1,200 for the administration department
Royalties of £88,245 paid to children’s book authors
Sales invoice showing the sale of £1,890 of novels to the
Airport Bookshop

Code
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You work in the costing section of Doorcraft Ltd, a company that manufactures wooden doors. Each
door is made by cutting up wood using a powered saw, and the wood pieces are screwed together.
The door is then machine sanded and finally polished by hand.
An extract from the company’s coding policy manual is as follows:
Each code is made up of three digits:
•

the first digit shows the cost centre

•

the second digit shows whether the cost is direct or indirect

•

the third digit shows the element of cost (materials, labour, expenses)

Extract from cost centre list:
1

Factory – Wood cutting and door assembly

2

Factory – Door sanding and polishing

3

Office

Extract from list of analysis codes (second digit):
1

Direct

2

Indirect

Extract from list of analysis codes (third digit):
1

Material

2

Labour

3

Expenses

From the coding policy manual extract given you are to code the following expense transactions,
using the table below.
Transaction
Wages of the carpenter who assembles the doors
Sandpaper
Saw sharpening service
Wages of the cleaner who works in the door sanding and
polishing section
Office telephone costs
Wood for manufacturing doors
Wages of office worker

Code
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A company has a single cost centre in its factory where several different products are made. The
following budgeted data relates to the factory:
Overheads

£153,000

Total production (all products)

38,250

Direct labour hours

31,875

Machine hours

12,750

Product A is one of the products made in the factory. It has the following data per unit:
Direct materials cost

£11.00

Direct labour cost

£30.00

Direct labour hours

3 hours

Machine hours

2 hours

•

Complete the following table to show the alternative overhead absorption rates and the total
cost per unit of Product A using each absorption method.

•

State which one of the three overhead absorption methods is least likely to be appropriate
for this company, and why.

Overhead absorption method

Overhead absorption rate

Product A costs:
Direct materials
Direct labour
Overheads
Total costs

Units of output

Direct labour hours

Machine hours

£

£

£
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A company has a single cost centre in its factory where several different products are made. The
following budgeted data relates to the factory:
Overheads

£243,850

Direct labour hours

71,925

Machine hours

65,750

Product Q is one of the products made in the factory. It has the following data per unit:
Direct materials cost

£21.60

Direct labour cost at £11.00 per hour £33.00
Machine hours
•

2.5 hours

Complete the following table to show the alternative overhead absorption rates and the total
cost per unit of Product Q using each absorption method. Round the overhead absorption
rate to 4 decimal places of £, and calculate the overhead absorbed to the nearest penny.

Overhead absorption method

Overhead absorption rate

Product Q costs:
Direct materials
Direct labour
Overheads
Total costs

Direct labour hours

Machine hours

£

£

cost centres and overhead absorption
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Duo Limited is a manufacturing company with two cost centres in its factory; Fabrication and
Assembly. Both cost centres are labour intensive. The following data relates to the cost centres:
Fabrication

Assembly

Total

Budgeted indirect costs

£135,600

£101,350

£236,950

Budgeted direct labour hours

44,500

31,900

76,400

One of the products made in the factory is Product M. Its manufacture takes 4 hours direct labour
in Fabrication, and 1 hour 45 minutes direct labour in Assembly.
Using the following tables, calculate the overhead absorption rates and the overheads that are
absorbed into each unit of Product M. Round all amounts to the nearest penny.
Budgeted indirect
costs

Budgeted direct
labour hours

Overhead absorption
rate

£

£

£

Direct labour
hours per unit

Overhead
absorption rate

Overhead absorbed

£

£

£

Fabrication
Assembly

Product M

Fabrication
Assembly
Total

